
Curriculum Narrative: Computing (Stibbard)
CS = Computer Science, IT = Information Technology, DL = Digital Literacy

Aut 1 Aut 2 Spr 1 Spr 2 Sum 1 Summer 2

Year 1 IT & DL

Use technology
safely and
respectfully,
keeping personal
information private.
Use technology
purposefully to
create content.
Online safety/
Multimedia

How do I stay safe
online? Why do we
keep personal
information private?
How can I
communicate through
email?

How can I log onto a
Chromebook? How
do I use Google Docs
to add words and
photos (inc. using the
space bar)?

https://projectevolve.c
o.uk/toolkit/years/yea
r-one/privacy-and-sec
urity/

VOCAB: safe, online,
personal, private,
information, email,

DL

Use technology
purposefully to
create, manipulate
and retrieve digital
content.
Data Handling 
(linked to Science
sorting & classifying,
pattern seeking)

How can I use
technology to take
photos, videos and
sound? Can I help
represent and
interpret data in a
pictogram?

VOCAB: photo,
video, sound
recording, represent,
data.

DL

Use technology
purposefully to
create, manipulate
and retrieve digital
content.
Multimedia

How can I use an
ipad to record video,
photos and sounds?
Can I create sound
and simple music
using ICT tools?

Google Music Maker

VOCAB: photo,
video, sound,
playback, record.

IT

Recognise common
uses of information
technology beyond
school
Technology in our
Lives

What technology is
used in my home and
community? What
online tools can help
me to create and
communicate?

VOCAB: technology,
home, community,
internet,
communication,
websites,
programmes, create.

CS

Understand what
algorithms are; how
they are
implemented as
programs on digital
devices.
Programming
(linked to PE &
Maths).

Can I follow careful
instructions? What
happens when you
press buttons on a
robot in sequence?
Can I use
programmes to
create movement and
patterns on screen?

VOCAB: instructions,
sequence, robot,
move (steps),
left/right, pattern,
code.

CS

Create and debug
simple programs.
Programming

Can I create an
algorithm to achieve
a specific purpose?
With a floor robot?
And predict what will
happen? How can I
debug to correct an
error?

VOCAB: algorithm,
program, code,
debug, predict,
error/mistake.
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communicate, login,
password,
programme, space
bar.

Year 2 IT & DL

Use technology
safely and
respectfully,
keeping personal
information private.
Use technology
purposefully to
create, organise,
store, manipulate
and retrieve digital
content.
Online Safety/
Multimedia

How does my
password protect my
information? What is
meant by a ‘digital
footprint’ and what do
I need to do to
manage it?

How do I create
documents and add
text and images?
Can I use my left and
right hands to type
quicker (inc ‘enter’,
‘caps lock’, ‘shift’ and
‘backspace’ buttons).
How do I save,
retrieve and edit my
documents?

DL

Use technology
purposefully to
create, manipulate
and retrieve digital
content.
Data Handling

Pictograms

How can I collect
information/ data and
use it to generate
charts? How can I
save and retrieve this
data?

TeachComputing unit

VOCAB: represent,
data, website,
retrieve, edit,
create/generate.

DL

Use technology
purposefully to
create, organise,
store, manipulate
and retrieve digital
content.
Multimedia

Can I use a ‘paint’
programme to use a
variety of tools and
effects? Can I make
an electronic book?
How do I create
sound and music in
animation
programmes?

VOCAB: programme,
online, tools, effects,
electronic book,
sound/music,
animation.

IT

Recognise common
uses of information
technology beyond
school.
Technology in our
lives

What sources of
information do people
use and what are the
differences? What is
the internet? What is
its purpose and
uses?
What content can be
found on websites?
Do I know that some
things may not be
true or accurate?

VOCAB: sources of
information, the
internet, content,
websites, false,
inaccurate.

CS

Understand what
algorithms are; how
they are
implemented as
programs on digital
devices; and that
programs execute
by following precise
and unambiguous
instructions.
Programming
(Link to PE and
Maths)

Can I follow and give
clear instructions
(using ‘forward,
backward, turn - right
angle’)? Can I
articulate an
algorithm to achieve
a purpose? Can I
plan and enter a
sequence of
instructions to
achieve an
algorithm?

VOCAB: instructions
(forwards,
backwards, turn -
right angle),
algorithm, sequence,
code.

CS

Create and debug
simple programs.
Use logical
reasoning to predict
the behaviour of
simple programs
Programming

What happens when I
give a simple logo
programme
instructions? With a
robot - specifying
distance, turn and
drawing a trail? Can I
debug so solve a
problem? Can I
predict what will
happen and test
results? What
similarities and
differences are there
between floor robots
and logo on screen?

VOCAB: programme,
robot, distance,
movement (steps),
trail, turn, debug,
predict, instructions,
algorithm, code.



https://projectevolve.c
o.uk/toolkit/years/yea
r-two/privacy-and-sec
urity/

VOCAB: password,
protection, digital
footprint, search,
internet, document,
create, save/store,
retrieve, edit, (various
keyboard functions).

Year 3 DL
Select, use and
combine a variety of
software (including
internet services)
on a range of digital
devices to design
and create a range
of programs,
systems and
content that
accomplish given
goals, including
collecting,
analysing,
evaluating and
presenting data and
information
A Google Classroom
(setting up for the
year ahead - link to
Aut 1 topic)

Google Drive -
learning to create,
retrieve, edit and
share files. Organise
using folders.

IT3, DL3, DL4, DL5
‘Get Blogging’
Knowsley SOW
p120-122

Children will develop
an understanding of
how wikis work and
will create their own
wiki in small
groups encouraging
collaborative writing.
Children will also
review examples of
blogs online,
learn the basic
elements of creating
a blog and will then
create their very own.

VOCAB: blogging,
wiki, internet,
communication,
HTML

DL & CS
Online Safety &
Sequencing
From Code.org
Course C (2019)
lessons 1-7

What to do if
something online
makes you feel angry,
sad or scared. How
passwords protect
your information.

Program your
classmates to build
stacked cups. Learn
about sequences and
algorithms. Find
problems in puzzles
and practise
debugging. Write
algorithms for a sprite
to collect objects.
Create images with
code.
Further link of Online
Safety:

DL & CS
Binary & Loops
From Code.org
Course C (2019)
lessons 8-13

Binary - how
computers remember
information. Program
your classmates
using loops to solve
problems. Help
sprites through
mazes using loops
and collect items.
Learn about
conditionals. Use
loops to make cool
art.

VOCAB: binary, loop,
repeat, condition(al).

CS, DL, IT
Events & Data
From Code.org
Course C (2019)
lessons 14-18

Play a game to learn
about events. Build a
Flappy Bird game
and share it. Make a
game in Play Lab.

Collect data from
Play Lab and
visualise it using
different graphs.

End of course project:
build your own project
with coding.

VOCAB: event.

IT3, DL5
‘Going for Gold’
Knowsley SOW
p140-142
(Link to Athletics /
Sports Day)

Children will create a
“My body, My fitness”
e-book, which will
document each week
a
personalised “Going
for Gold” record.

https://bookcreator.co
m/

VOCAB: ebook
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https://applieddigitals
kills.withgoogle.com/c
/college-and-continui
ng-education/en/g-sui
te-certification-drive/o
verview.html

https://applieddigitals
kills.withgoogle.com/c
/middle-and-high-sch
ool/en/organize-files-i
n-drive/overview.html
Google Docs -
retrieve files and edit
(including retrieving
versions of the files).
Change font, colour,
size efficiently. Insert:
images from the web
(within Docs), tables
and drawings. Use
other tools and
functions such as
bullet points, bold,
italics and
underlining.
https://teachcomputin
g.org/curriculum/key-
stage-2/creating-medi
a-desktop-publishing

VOCAB: create,
retrieve, edit, share,
organise, versions,
tools, tables,
drawings.

https://projectevolve.c
o.uk/toolkit/years/year
-three/privacy-and-se
curity/

VOCAB:
cyberbullying, online,
password, protect,
secure, algorithm,
bug, debugging,
program, sequencing.

Year 4 DL
Select, use and
combine a variety of
software (including

CS
Sequencing & Events
From Code.org
Course D (2019)

IT
‘Computing Systems
& Networks - The
Internet

CS
Loops & Conditionals
From Code.org
Course D (2019)

IT & DL
Use technology
safely, respectfully
and responsibly;

DL3, DL4, DL5
‘Hurray for
Hollywood’ Knowsley
SOW p163-166
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internet services)
on a range of digital
devices to design
and create a range
of programs,
systems and
content that
accomplish given
goals, including
collecting,
analysing,
evaluating and
presenting data and
information
A Google Classroom
(setting up for the
year ahead - link to
Aut 1 topic)

Email - composing,
writing and sending
an email. Replying to
single and multiple
recipients. Attaching
a file/image.
Google Slides -
inserting multiple
slides, text, images
and selecting a
theme/background.
Using transitions for
separate lines of text.
https://applieddigitals
kills.withgoogle.com/c
/middle-and-high-sch
ool/en/show-apprecia
tion-with-google-slide
s/overview.html

VOCAB: email,
compose, recipient,

lessons 1-6

Program your
classmates to draw
pictures. Online
puzzles. Debugging
and fixing problems in
your code.

Make your own video
games. Build a Star
Wars game.

VOCAB: algorithm,
program, bug,
debugging, loop,
event.

https://teachcomputin
g.org/curriculum/key-
stage-2/computing-sy
stems-and-networks-t
he-internet
Learners will apply
their knowledge and
understanding of
networks, to
appreciate the
internet as a network
of networks which
need to be kept
secure. They will
learn that the World
Wide Web is part of
the internet, and will
be given
opportunities to
explore the World
Wide Web for
themselves in order
to learn about who
owns content and
what they can
access, add, and
create. Finally, they
will evaluate online
content to decide how
honest, accurate, or
reliable it is, and
understand the
consequences of
false information.

VOCAB: network,
internet, routers,
connect, world wide
web, device, upload,
storage, truth, legal.

lessons 7-12

Use repeat blocks to
reach a destination
efficiently. Use loops
to make cool images.
Loops inside a loop -
what happens when
you create a nested
loop?

Play a game, earning
points under certain
conditions. Program
Bee to collect items
using conditionals.
Using the ‘while’ loop
in coding.

VOCAB: loop,
repeat, command,
conditional, while
loop.

recognise
acceptable/unaccep
table behaviour;
identify a range of
ways to report
concerns about
content and
contact.
Online Safety

Chn get involved in
understanding and
discussing about: the
risks of using the
internet, how to
communicate and
protect yourself
online, identify
cyberbullying and
how to deal with it,
introduction to
‘copyright’,
importance of
passwords.
https://projectevolve.c
o.uk/toolkit/years/4/

VOCAB: risks,
internet, social
network, online
profile, settings,
cyberbullying,
cyberspace,
unacceptable
content, copyright,
plagiarism,
passwords, security.

From this project,
children will learn
about the key factors
in producing good
footage. The
children will devise
their own characters,
plot and
storyboard before
filming their short
movie. The children
will then import their
film clips into
iMovie where they will
edit and enhance
their
footage before
sharing their movie
with the rest of the
class.

https://chrome.google
.com/webstore/detail/
video-editor-for-chro
mebo/okgjbfikepgflml
elgfgecmgjnmnmnnb
?hl=en)

VOCAB: storyboard,
footage, script,
import, organise, trim,
sound, lighting, clips,
gallery, text.
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reply, attach, slides,
theme, transition/
animation.

Year 5 DL
Select, use and
combine a variety of
software (including
internet services)
on a range of digital
devices to design
and create a range
of programs,
systems and
content that
accomplish given
goals, including
collecting,
analysing,
evaluating and
presenting data and
information
A Google Classroom
(setting up for the
year ahead - link to
Aut 1 topic)

Google Sheets -
insert multiple sets of
data and select an
appropriate chart to
convert the data into.
Using simple
formulae to give
totals to cells.
https://teachcomputin
g.org/curriculum/key-
stage-2/data-and-info
rmation-spreadsheets
VOCAB:
spreadsheet, cell,

CS, DL
Sprites & Digital
Citizenship
From Code.org
Course E (2019)
lessons 5-10

Play a game and think
about what commands
are needed to get the
right result. Learn how
to create and edit
sprites. Create an
interactive project that
can be shared with
classmates.

This lesson teaches
you the difference
between information
that is safe to share
and information that is
private. By creating an
interactive poster with
SpriteLab, students will
apply their
understanding of
sharing personal and
private information on
the web.

VOCAB: behaviour,
command, sprite,
event, identity theft,
personal/private
information, register,
accessibility.

CS4, IT3, DL5
‘Earth & Space’
Scratch project
(Link to Science:
Earth & Space)
https://docs.google.co
m/presentation/d/1bxt
UbHVZU6OYurojAqf3
G1HC0PTfE97UGOZ
xuvwk-NM/edit#slide=
id.p
Children will use
Scratch and story
sequencing to create
a fact game about the
planets of the solar
system.

OR a quiz theme
using…

https://teachcomputin
g.org/curriculum/key-
stage-2/programming
-b-selection-in-quizze
s

VOCAB: Sprite,
stage, backdrop,
coding, bug, debug,
sequence, story,
block, command.

IT & DL
Use technology
safely, respectfully
and responsibly;
recognise
acceptable/unaccep
table behaviour;
identify a range of
ways to report
concerns about
content and
contact.
Online safety

Chn get involved in
understanding and
discussing about: the
risks of using the
internet and online
behaviour, awareness
of social networking
sites and protection,
awareness of
cyberbullying and
effects, identify who
they should talk to
online, what is meant
by copyright and
plagiarism, risks of
online gaming and
protection.
Use ‘Online
Relationships’ and
‘Health, Wellbeing
and Lifestyle’ units
from
https://projectevolve.c

CS
Nested Loops &
Functions
From Code.org
Course E (2021)
lessons 8-13

What happens when
you place a loop
inside another loop?
Drawing with nested
loops.

Functions using lyrics
from songs. Use
functions for the most
efficient code. More
complex drawings.

VOCAB: loop, nested
loop, repeat, function.

IT2, IT3, DL5
‘Grand Designs’

Learning about our
built environment can
help us understand
so much about our
history, culture and
how buildings have
shaped our society.
Children will explore
drawings
representing both 2D
and 3D worlds. They
need to think about
who they are
designing their
building for and other
elements such as
what materials they
might use.
https://teachcomputin
g.org/curriculum/key-
stage-2/creating-medi
a-3d-modelling

VOCAB: design. line,
modelling, outer shell,
arc, components,
style, view, CAD
(computer-aided
design), environment.
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row, column, data,
chart, function, sum,
survey, questions,
options, responses,
analyse, export.

o.uk/toolkit/years/5/

VOCAB: risks,
internet, social
network, online
profile, private profile,
online behaviour,
social networking,
cyberbullying, truth,
protection, copyright,
plagiarism, sources of
information, online
gaming,

Year 6 DL
Select, use and
combine a variety of
software (including
internet services)
on a range of digital
devices to design
and create a range
of programs,
systems and
content that
accomplish given
goals, including
collecting,
analysing,
evaluating and
presenting data and
information
A Google Classroom
(setting up for the
year ahead - link to
Aut 1 topic)

Google Sites - make
a front cover for your
website (include
themes, pictures and

DL & IT
The Internet & Digital
Citizenship from
Code.org Course F
(2019) lessons 14,
17-19

How does the internet
work?

What is and isn’t okay
to say online? What is
crowdsourcing? What
are the challenges
and benefits of
ownership and
copyright?

VOCAB: DNS,
DSL/Cable, Fibre
optic cable, internet,
IP address, packets,
servers, URL, wi-fi,
cyberbullying,
crowdsourcing,
copyright.

CS
‘Programming -
Variables’ (Scratch)
This unit explores the
concept of variables
in programming
through games in
Scratch. First, pupils
will learn what
variables are, and
relate them to
real-world examples
of values that can be
set and changed.
Pupils will then use
variables to create a
simulation of a
scoreboard. In
Lessons 2, 3, and 5,
which follow the
Use-Modify-Create
model, pupils will
experiment with
variables in an
existing project, then
modify them, then
they will create their

IT & DL
Use technology
safely, respectfully
and responsibly;
recognise
acceptable/unaccep
table behaviour;
identify a range of
ways to report
concerns about
content and
contact.
Online safety
Online relationships.
Project EVOLVE
Pupils explore online
relationships
E.g. gender
stereotypes, online
reputation, who to
turn to if need help.
https://projectevolve.c
o.uk/toolkit/resources/
years/6/

VOCAB: risks,
internet, social

IT & DL
Flat-File Databases
https://teachcomputin
g.org/curriculum/key-
stage-2/data-and-info
rmation-flat-file-datab
ases
This unit looks at how
a flat-file database
can be used to
organise data in
records. Pupils use
tools within a
database to order
and answer questions
about data. They
create graphs and
charts from their data
to help solve
problems. They use a
real-life database to
answer a question,
and present their
work to others.

VOCAB: flat-file
database, organise,

CS
Data & Simulations
From Code.org
Course F (2022)
lessons 12-15
https://studio.code.or
g/s/coursef-2022

Children run and
collect data from
simulations,
predicting how
changing a variable
will impact the
outcome. Other
opportunities in this
unit involve children
training a computer to
classify objects, and
running a mini project
to see how quickly a
virus can spread
(through a
simulation).

VOCAB: models,
simulation, event,
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text). Learn about
pages - add pages to
your site. Embed
URLs and HTML
code to your site.
https://teachcomputin
g.org/curriculum/key-
stage-2/creating-medi
a-web-page-creation

VOCAB: website,
title, theme, page,
tab, embed, URL,
HTML

own project. In
Lesson 4, pupils will
focus on design.
Finally, in Lesson 6,
pupils will apply their
knowledge of
variables and design
to improve their game
in Scratch.
https://teachcomput
ing.org/curriculum/k
ey-stage-2/program
ming-a-variables-in-
games
VOCAB: variable,
information, change,
improve, prediction,
artwork, algorithm,
code.

network, online
profile, private profile,
online behaviour,
social networking,
cyberbullying, truth,
protection, copyright,
plagiarism, sources of
information, online

store, category,
grouping, sorting,
search tool, field.

machine learning.

FOR RESOURCES FROM KNOWSLEY SCHEME OF WORK visit https://www.dropbox.com/sh/prexpk8xn609sig/AADsepsU_pi1CdQ6IYz3r8XFa

For more support with teaching Google Tools visit Google’s Applied Skills Lessons: https://applieddigitalskills.withgoogle.com/c/en/curriculum.html

For more support with planning Computer Science units visit http://code-it.co.uk/csplanning.html
https://code.org/educate/curriculum/elementary-school

For teaching Non-Computer Science units (Digital Literacy & Information Technology) visit http://code-it.co.uk/dlplanning

For further (and more up-to-date) schemes on e-safety, including Reception: https://projectevolve.co.uk/toolkit/years/

How the internet works: http://code-it.co.uk/netintsearch

KS1 useful resources:
● Programmable Toys - Beebot/Roamer - plan, test, discuss, carry out, debug and improve programs.
● Light Bot https://lightbot.com/flash.html - create sequences of instructions to manoeuvre a robot around a level and get to each blue square.
● Magic Pen http://www.bubblebox.com/play/puzzle/975.htm - develop computer skills and computational thinking to solve problems by drawing objects to make a

ball reach a flag. (ALLOW GAME TO LOAD FULLY, DO NOT CLICK ON ADVERTS).
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http://code-it.co.uk/csplanning.html
https://code.org/educate/curriculum/elementary-school
http://code-it.co.uk/dlplanning
https://projectevolve.co.uk/toolkit/years/
http://code-it.co.uk/netintsearch
https://lightbot.com/flash.html
http://www.bubblebox.com/play/puzzle/975.htm


● Fantastic Contraption http://www.fantasticcontraption.net/) - build virtual contraptions from simple instructional components to learn the benefits of predicting,
testing and improving design.

http://www.fantasticcontraption.net/

